For phishing problems and its essential characteristics, the authentication protocol of anti-phishing based on two-direction, two-factor, and interaction is proposed, and its safeties are investigated. For PKI security infrastructure and B/S technology model under Internet, an interactive authentication mechanism based on special custom image and client program is designed and implemented. The method is universal to authenticate any server on Internet. It is a new solution of anti-phishing.
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet, various electronic frauds come in great numbers. Among them, phishing is the most deceptive and influential [1] . As the situation of phishing becomes more and more serious, Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG) is established in the world. In the end of 2006, "Report on Phishing" was published by the United States and Canadian government. According to the report of APWG, global "phishing" attack in the first half year of 2008 was about 47324 [1] . The data of CNCER/CC showed that there were two phishing attacks aiming at the banks of Phishing (Phishing is the compound of "Phone" and "Fishing") derives from utilizing the vulnerability of the telephone system to embezzle user's account and toll fraud. With the rapid development of Internet, hackers use the principles of phone phishing to form "phishing" on Internet. Different experts and scholars have different definitions of phishing. Phishing in this article is defined as follows: It is a kind of Internet fraud that phishers imitate some important websites, then use social engineering and various techniques [2] to lure the victims to the fake website in order to cheat the accounts, password and other sensitive information of the users.
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According to the research on phishing and the understanding of its essence [2] , the writer considered the essence of phishing as a spoofing technique that phishers lure the victims to the fake website using a variety of techniques, and then get the sensitive information of the users through the realistic fake website. A lot of experts and scholars have already proposed some prevention methods and techniques against phishing [3, 4, 5] . Through systematic research and analysis on phishing, the writer believes that the fundamental reason of phishing is the lack of server authentication. The server would be authenticated firstly in the login process in order to make sure the server is true, after that users provide the sensitive information and do the follow-up interactive work. If doing like this, then no matter what smart tricks the phishers will use to lure, no matter how realistic the phishing website will be, there is not phishing. Therefore, the key of solving phishing is providing the authentication of the server.
There is another issue must be considered: if authentication is set up for each server on Internet, it will greatly increase the burden of users, and will seriously affect the users to use the Internet. According to the characteristics of the B/S structure and the environment of PKI, a new method of one customized client program for every server on Internet to authenticate is designed. This method can enhance the security of Internet, especially for preventing phishing. It is a scientific and practical new thinking to share with readers.
Conventional Authentication and Its Security Analysis
Authentication is one of the fundamentals and the threshold of the information security [6] . Only the truth of the identity could be guaranteed correct implement, the access control, security audit and other follow-up series of security measures could be guarantee. Just as previous section description, the key way of resisting phishing is the server authentication.
Usually, authentication can be divided into the following three types:  User knows, such as password.  User has, such as ID, IC card, USB Key, etc.  User own, such as fingerprint, iris, face, voice pattern, handwriting, DNA, etc.
The first method is simple, easy to implement, but easy to guess, poor security. For example, in the first Gulf War, 34 computers of American military computer system were captured by five Dutch hankers used the words such as "nuclear", "weapons", "missile", "desert storm", "desert shield", etc, and hacker got large amount of confidential information on military action against Iraq [7] . The passwords were captured by using dictionary attack, birthday attack and other attacks. The second method is complex to implement, and the security is better, but may be faked. IC card, USB Key and such "hardware" devices can store the password long enough, which have amount of key space to enhance security. The certification process can be done automatically by the related equipment, not requiring the users to input, avoiding the difficulty of remembering the long password for users and reducing the potential safety hazard of peeping when input. However, this method also has some risks, for example, IC card, USB Key and others may be lost or copied, etc. The third method has the best security, but implementation costs are also highest. It needs expensive hardware device and related software to support, only be used for the system with high level of information security. It should be noted that, with the progress of science and technology, this method can also be forged, such as man-made fingerprints and iris, and so on.
Thus, although many types of authentication are invented and created in the engineering practice, there are defects in one way or another. So further study and improvement of authentication need be researched. In the authentication, one important problem required careful consideration is that when one person under authentication certifies the truth of himself, he tries not to let out his own identification information, otherwise the third parties or verifier may intercept the person's authentication information, this may cause a security risk. Therefore, zero-knowledge proof as the following condition should be satisfied under authentication:  Verifier can not be cheated by shower under authenticated. If the shower knows how to prove, he should make the verifier to be almost believed that he can prove; if the shower doesn't know how to prove, he should make the verifier to believe that the probability he knows how to prove is zero.
 Verifier dose not know the process of proof, so that he can not leak the proof process to a third party.  Verifier can not receive any information of proof from shower under authenticated, so that authentication process can not leak any information to the verifier. Usually, it is called the minimum leak proof when the first two conditions are satisfied, and it is called the zero-knowledge proofs when all of the three conditions are satisfied.
In recent years, security verified code turned up in the field of authentication technology, which was a authentication mechanism that the identity of the client was verified in the interaction process between client and server. Brute-force attack of computer program or replay attack is prevented when the security verified code is used.
Authentication Mechanism and Its Security Analysis of Two-Direction, Two-Factor, Interaction
According to the above two sections, we know that phishing can be eliminated fundamentally with authentication of server, and the authentication method can be any of the above authentication mechanisms. In this thinking, client software should be designed for each server in the C/S mode. In the B/S mode, since the client software is downloaded dynamically from the server, the server maybe fake. So it is difficult to ensure the process of the user login is the process to implement the two-direction authentication. Therefore, client software should be installed for each server. So, specific client software is needed for each authentication of server. But it may be serious burden for users to use Internet because there are many servers on the Internet.
This article assumes that under the Internet environment, fairly complete PKI security infrastructure has been established [8, 10] . It is designed a new authentication mechanism of two-direction, two-factor, and interaction for verifying the truth of server (short for ATTI), which can effectively prevent the threat of phishing. The so-called two-direction means that when the user login the server, not only identities of user would be authenticated by the server, meanwhile the identities of servers would be authenticated by users. The two-factor referred to the mechanism use two way of above authentication, that is not just the authentication message of the user know needed (for example: password), at the same time, It also need the authentication message of the user has (for example: USB Key etc). The purpose is that once the password of user has been conjectured, phishers could not simply take advantage of the sensitive information been cheated from users because he doesn't have the other factor. USB Key is used as the second factor of authentication in this paper. Interaction means that only the client confirms the related information returned by server in the two-direction authentication, further action only can be done in the authentication process.
For describing conveniently, there are some agreements as follows: A represents as the user. B represents as the server. It is supposed that there is the PKI network security infrastructure in the system environment (CA center), which is called C. (M) K indicates the ciphertext using the key K to encrypt M. x+ and x-represent respectively as the public key and the private key of x.
Registration Phase
When the user A registers in the CA center, a specific image I is generated customarily for the user by CA server, the private key of user , (I) c+ and a specific authentication program are kept in USB key, and then user receives the USB key.
User A submits his name, password and other information to server B. Server B registers in the CA center, CA product the public and private key for B. Only B receives its private key.
Login Phase
Login procedure is as follows:
1. A->B: when user A intends to login the website of server B, the specific login program in the USB Key should be started, generates random number RA, and the program sends (((I) c+ , RA) a-, A) b+ to server B.
2. B->C: when (((I) c+ , RA) a-, A) b+ is received by server B, (I) c+ can be got by using b-and a+ respectively to decrypt. If A is an illegal user, stops the login process. Otherwise, generates the random number RB, and sends ((I) c+ , A, B, RA, RB) c+ to C.
3. C->B: when CA center receives ((I) c+ , A, B, RA, RB) c+ , the specific image I is got by using c-to decrypt twice, then delivers ((I', RA, RB) a+ , RB) b+ to server B. I' is the image which is added watermark with current time.
4. B->A: when server B receives ((I', RA, RB) a+ , RB) b+ , (I', RA, RB) a+ and RB are got by using b-to decrypt. After server B verifies RB, delivers (I', RA, RB) a+ to client A.
5. A->B: when A receives (I', RA, RB) a+ , I', RA and RB are got by using a-to decrypt. After A verifies RA, image I' will be displayed in the user login interface as background. If the user sees the specific image I', it indicates that the identity of server has verified. Then A inputs PWD, and sends (PWD, A, RB) b+ to server B.
6. When B received (PWD, A, RB) b+ , PWD, A and RB are got by using b-to decrypt. After verifies RB, authenticates A according to the PWD and A.
In the above process, any failed will indicate that the two-direction, two-factor, interaction authentication failed, and the process of authentication would end. The workflow shows in Fig. 1 , and the topological structure shows in Fig. 2 .
This process indicates that only after the login interface with customized image is seen by user, then the sensitive information can be input and send to server B. The authentication process can be seen by users. Because the specific image is customized, phishers can not imitate. The login authentication process ensures that when users see the customized image they believe they are interacting with the true server. User A only needs register in CA center once, can visit and authenticate all the servers of the Internet , and needs not apply for different USB keys for different servers. This method is universal.
Analysis of Security
The security of above-mentioned anti-phishing authentication mechanism based on two-direction, two-factor and interaction will be analyzed as follows:
• If the user is lured to a phishing website, this server should be authenticated by client in this mechanism, so the above procedure can not be completed because the phisher doesn't have the b-of real server, that is to say the password of user and other sensitive information can not be obtained by the phisher.
• If the name, password and other sensitive information of the user are acquired by cheating, stealing, and so on, but the phisher doesn't have the user's USB key , which is the other factor of the two-factor authentication, so the phisher can not complete the above procedure neither, no further advantage will be got form using the sensitive information of the users. • Replay attack can't be implemented because of using the random RA and RB for the designing [8] .
• If Trojan is injected in the computer of users, the customized image I' might be captured, but for the watermark with current time designed in this mechanism, malicious use of the customized image I' captured by phisher can be effectively prevented. The essence of this design is another way of preventing replay attack. Therefore, the authentication mechanism of the two-direction, two-factor and interaction presented in this paper can effective prevented from phishing, Man-in-the-Middle and other attack. Even though phisher can effectively attack the private key or get the password, they can't get the second authentication factor, USB key, in this mechanism. So, the security of authentication can be effectively guaranteed.
The Key Technology of the B/S Authentication System
Because most of the application systems on Internet are B/S model, two key technologies must be implemented in order to complement the above authentication procedure.
The first key technology is the generation of the specific image. The letters of "PASSWORD" in four dimensions: location, size, color, and font, will be randomly generated in a specific image area for users. Because the image of each user is different, a user can judge on the basis of relative position (referred to grid lines ,text boxes, and buttons, etc) that 'P', 'A', 'S', 'S', 'W', 'O', 'R', and 'D' are in the interface of the image, it is called customized. For example, a user login screen shows in Fig. 3(a) . In addition, in order to prevent the customized image of user from filching (for example Trojan malicious code screenshots, etc), customized image need some overlapping of image and the current date and time, with which the users can verify conveniently. Just as Fig. 3(b) shows.
The second key technology is the client authentication program, which must be started when the authentication procedure begin. The specific authentication program of user in the USB key should be started to download the login interface of server when the user login the true server in order to complete related encrypt and decrypt, and shows the final customized image to users. 44 Design and Implementation of Anti-phishing Authentication System 
Conclusion
By the research on the classification of phishing [2] , it is concluded that phishing's essence is a security threats by setting up a phishing website, where users are lured to with social engineering and other various kinds of techniques, then the sensitive information of users are filched. The fundamental method to respond phishing is authenticating the server. Only the server is authenticated, the phishing can be eliminated fundamentally. This article put forward an anti-phishing authentication mechanism, gives the fundamental way to solve phishing theoretically. The two-direction, two-factor, and interaction authentication m echanism based on PKI network security infrastructure is designed in this article, skillfully making use of CA center information security infrastructure. There is only one USB key (including the private of asymmetric cryptography, specific authentication program of client and customized image of users (I) c+ ) in the entire network, but not different USB key for each user to verify each server in the network environment. The implementation technique is simple, scientific, and effective. It has extensive application value, provides a feasible technique for widespread authentication for server in the Internet environment currently, which is a technical proposal to prevent the threat of phishing efficiently. The main problem of this proposal is that CA center authentication server is needed by each user when login the server on the Internet, it makes CA center become a bottleneck of the system. Further research is needed.
